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iWave Dashboards
Deep Data Exploration and Analytics Made Easy

A Picture is Worth a Thousand Data Points

Examining vast amounts of data to uncover new insights doesn't have to 
be complicated. With interactive dashboards, you can explore, analyze and 
visualize donor  data without the use of complex queries. 

Navigate vast amounts of data and make operational and strategic decisions at a glance.

Tell a Story with Data 
Use data visualization to 

convey important information 
and insights.

Analytics Made Easy
 So easy, anyone can use it 
regardless of their technical 

background.

Better Prospecting
Build your pipeline and refine 

your prospecting strategy using 
interactive elements.
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Not Now Prospect Your Champion

Metrics, charts, and extensive data are 
all in one place so you can identify 
trends and gain actionable insights.

Powered by Tableau, iWave Dashboards are 
fueled by billions of fundraising intelligence 

data points and your donor profiles.

Easily filter and interact 
with any visualization to 

answer questions.

www.iwave.com


Visual Analytics That 
Tell Your Donor Data Story
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Top A�nitiesConstituents by Age

Whether you're looking to prioritize prospects based on 
multiple attributes or optimize your fundraising operations, 
Dashboards can provide actionable insights that will help you 
raise more donations. And because Dashboards condense 
and organize massive amounts of data into a straightforward 
overview, aligning with your organization's leadership and 
fundraising teams is easier than ever.

YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY WITH iWAVE

iWave’s [Dashboards] allow me to focus on high-level results 
immediately. The sources of wealth, top donors, and capacity 
estimate areas are relevant and helpful.”

Jahcarrdi Grant, Manager, 
Prospect Research & Donor Management

Top Donors
Donations Total Value

William D. Coleman

Carole Kaplan

Gordon Steiner

Robert L. Gorrek

Manpreet Patel

iWave Dashboards are Purpose-Built for Nonprofit Teams:

View and analyze key wealth 
and philanthropic ratings, 
plus AI-powered analytics 
for top major giving donors 
and prospects.

Major Giving

Discover which donors are most 
likely to leave a legacy gift and 
dive deeper into their wealth, 
their age, which causes they 
support, and much more.

Planned Giving

Receive a high-level summary 
of a donor portfolio including 
wealth, philanthropic and 
biographic information.

Executive Summary

Explore an interactive 
geographic map of your donors 
to help plan donor visits, select 
locations for special events, 
and determine sta�ng needs. 

Maps

Optimize platform usage by 
tracking in-app activities 
including profiles created, 
screens used, and alerts created.

Operations

Ready to Discover Hidden Insights in Your Data? REQUEST A DEMO

www.iwave.com
https://www.iwave.com/request-a-demo/

